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Imagine having a pizza hot vegetarian topped with real mozzarella cheese, loads of nutritional vegetables, and
sauce made from the finest vine-ripened tomatoes. The very image of the pizza hot item will water your mouth.
Yes, pizza vegetarian and non vegetarian are so tempting; once you think about it, you cannot satisfy your taste
buds without having it! It is not one particular type of item but a myriad range of items with equally myriad toppings
that you will come across. Do remember to have them irrespective of whether it is pizza vegetarian or non
vegetarian from only a reputed brand outlet, one that has maintained years of rapport and winning the trust of
millions of foodie freaks. You won't have an upset stomach nor will you need to worry about quality and nutritional
content. Reputed brands never compromise on quality and nutrients. And whether you opt to have at home or at
the outlet, you will always be served with pizza hot.
Oodles of yummy liquid cheese filled inside the crust - that's cheese crust pizza. Well there are more crust pizzas
to savor other than cheese crust pizza. These include double burst, classic hand tossed, ultimate deep dish,
wheat thin crust, and the list goes on. In the pizza vegetarian menu, you again have a big list to choose from
starting from peppy paneer, mexican green wave, deluxe veggie, gourmet, veg extravaganza to margherita,
cheese & tomato, double cheese margherita, fresh veggie, cheese crust pizza, country special, farm house, and
more.
If you view the pizza price list of all aforesaid items including complete items in the menu of any particular brand,
you will be only surprised at the meager rates charged. And to top it, discounts further help you save more on
your pocket. For example, in the pizza price list, you will come across veg singles at only Rs. 39, veg doubles at
Rs. 55, non veg singles at Rs. 65, non veg doubles at Rs. 75, and the list goes on. For a cheese crust pizza, you
may need to add around Rs. 75 to any medium classic hand tossed pizza and turn it into an awesome cheese
crust pizza. Many a brand facilitates foodie freaks to download the complete pizza price list; every time they place
an order dialing the delivery number, they can view the pizza price list of all items and accordingly place an order.
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